
My Goodbye Letter to Camping Ministries 

As I am sitting here in Phoenix, it is 114 degrees. I am thinking of the camp that I love so 

much and that cool mountain air. I am trying to figure out how to say goodbye to 

camping ministries—campers and staff. I realize there are so many people I want to 

acknowledge, and so many to thank. I could take up the entire newsletter with my 

thank you list.  

Camp de Benneville Pines has been a huge part of my life for so many years, and I 

cannot imagine how different things would be if I were never introduced to it. I would 

not have learned the valuable skills that shaped me to be the person I am today. 

At high school camp in the 1990’s I learned patience, teamwork, responsibility, and I 

honed my social skills. At camp, my eyes were opened to other teens that were 

different than myself—different races, different socioeconomic backgrounds, and even 

different faiths. After unknowingly using unacceptable and racist language with my 

peers, I was respectfully called back into the community to move past my misdeed. I 

met teens from the LGBTQ community for the first time at camp, experiencing how 

they felt comfortable to be themselves at camp. Times were much different in the early 

90’s for the LGBTQ community, and camp offered a safe space. 

While working as an on-site staff member three different times, I learned the 

incredible value of hard work and how rewarding it is to work for a non-profit. I came 

to understand just how valuable volunteers are to de Benneville Pines, and how youth 

camps could not operate without its team of volunteer counselors and adults program 

staff. In truth, the camp relies upon volunteers in all aspects of its operations. 

Serving in the capacity of Camping Ministries 

Director, every single person I worked with 

made a huge difference in the success of camp 

and in my life. My greatest joy was watching 

the way youth staff positively contributed to 

the lives of ALL campers. 

It is impossible to thank everyone for touching 

me so deeply, so please know that my life was 

changed because of Camp and its people. 

Please welcome my replacement, Marianne 

Swift-Gifford. It has been so great to work with 

her as a volunteer dean at youth camps, and 

now in training her to replace me. Marianne, I 

thank you for jumping in with both feet to learn 

so much in a short period of time. I know you 

will do well. 

From my heart to yours,  

Geoff Anderla 


